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IN THIS ISSUE ...
The British wartime government
was

very

well

aware

of

the

propaganda value of the RAF and
its contribution to public morale.

This issue looks at some of
the 1942-1943 publicity about
Bomber Command and the PFF,
all officially sanctioned by the
government.

PUBLICITY AND BOMBER COMMAND
Bomber Command’s war was very high-profile. Its operations
were extensively reported in the newspapers, and dramatic
raids such as those on Augsburg on 17 April 1942, Le Creusot
on 17 October 1942, and on the Möhne, Eder and Skorpe dams
on 16-17 May 1943, were made much of by the government’s
Ministry of Information and the Air Ministry’s Directorate of
Public Relations. News of the raids was sent overseas, being
disseminated to the newspapers by the British United Press.
Ernest Alfred Deverill flew on both the Augsburg and Le Creusot
raids, his logbook recording of the former: ‘On fire, 2 turrets
u/s, P.O. engine u/s.’ This laconic note reflects the extreme
dangers run by aircrew on these operations. Those who survived
were lionised. Brendan Bracken, the Minister of Information,
personally appeared in newsreels with some of the survivors
of the Augsburg raid (although regrettably not with Deverill),
whilst survivors of the dams’ raid, including Guy Gibson, were
filmed with the King and Queen.
THE AUGSBURG RAID received a great deal of publicity,
being the first major precisely targeted RAF operation to
do so. In an unprecedented move, the Air Ministry made
available photographs of the aircrew who had returned, news
of their decorations, the pilots’ reports, the chart of the factory
which had been used during the raid, and reconnaissance
photographs of the damage inflicted. One newspaper account
described the raid as: ‘the most daring ever - when in broad
daylight, bombers of the RAF hedge-hopped 500 miles into
Southern Germany and in the words of the Air Ministry
yesterday “did exactly what they set out to do”.’

Ernest Alfred Deverill

One Quebec-based newspaper,
reporting on the participation
of a Quebec man, William
Harry Keane (seen in the
photograph right), wrote:
The raid described as “Without
any bluffing the greatest ever” did
vast damage to one of German’s
most important key industries,
located only 110 miles from
Hitler’s heretofore safe haven at
Berchtesgaden.

Official photograph of those decorated for Augsburg, as printed in
Flight magazine

Publicising the Pathfinders
In the Archive there is an extremely tatty old
scrapbook put together during the war by
someone who was clearly mad about the RAF
and the USAAF. Unfortunately, the dates,
newspaper titles, and frequently the names of
the relevant journalists are missing from the
excerpts, but it is usually possible to work out
roughly when the articles were printed.
The likeliest date for the article to the left is the
Friday of the week of Wednesday 3/4 November
1943 when a major Düsseldorf operation took
place, the last before the campaign against
Berlin began. Since the creation of the Path
Finder Force on 16 August 1944, the existence
of the new Force had been kept secret.
However, possibly because the Berlin campaign
was about to start, the Ministry of Information
now decided to reveal the PFF’s existence to the
public. Generous information was given to the
media about PFF target-marking methods and
about Bennett’s role as their leader.
The journalists writing the articles pasted in the scrapbook were evidently star-struck. In one place Bennett
is referred to (perfectly accurately) as ‘one of the world’s most brilliant navigators’, and in another, by a
journalist called Victor Lewis, as ‘young, slim and handsome’ (also perfectly accurately).
Lewis’s article seems to have appeared around 20 November 1943 as it refers to the Berlin operation on 18
November. Lewis had been allowed to spend some time with the Path Finder Force and talk to its officers,
including Bennett. He had also been permitted to watch practise target marking, of which he wrote with
breathless eloquence:

Standing on the edge of a bombing range with planes roaring into their dives 8,000 feet up in
the night sky, I have seen the lid taken off one of the greatest air secrets of the war. [...]
For a few blinding minutes a great pattern of white, yellow, red and green lights, paling the stars,
floated above and before me. Miles of the country were visible in a ghostly, shimmering light.
Our Pathfinders were at work.
[...] The Pathfinders’ accuracy is astonishing. As I watched them a gale was blowing at 8,000
feet - the height at which they were operating. Yet I was able to stand, in complete safety, on the
range within 200 yards of the target on which the flares were being dropped. So perfect was the
marksmanship I soon found I could let the flares float over my head without any concern.
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